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Chapter 791 - Unexpected Decision From the Fishmen and the Lyon Empire 

BIlly looked at the Space in a daze, all of it was beyond his comprehension. Zhao Hai looked at Billy and 

said, “Patriarch, come with me. I’ll discuss with you in detail.” Then he lead Billy to the villa. 

 

Billy was similarly stunned when he arrived at the Villa. This was because he didn’t expect to see Laura 

and the others there. Zhao Hai introduced Billy to the others before inviting him to sit down. Megan 

handed Billy a glass of wine before Zhao hai started talking about everything inside the Space. 

 

Fully explaining the Space couldn’t just be done inside the villa. So Zhao Hai took Billy to see the 

background and introduced it. 

 

Five hours passed since Zhao Hai began to talk to Billy. By the time they returned to the villa, Billy 

already had a general understanding of the Space. 

 

After they sat down, Zhao Hai gave Billy a glass of wine. Billy drank all of it, and then asked for seconds 

before placing it down and turning to Zhao Hai, “You want the Ark Continent’s people to migrate to the 

Space?” 

 

Zhao Hai nodded and said, “Although it can be said that I am a god inside this place, you should also 

know that I have no plans to oppress you. Moreover, this is the safest way we can go forward, I don’t 

have any other plans. I won’t force you to come to the Space, everything is up to your choice. I will still 

participate in the fight against the Demons and the Divine Race. However, to tell you the truth, I can’t 

find any future in fighting the two. And now that the Underworld has come, my confidence in defending 

has gotten lower.” 

 

Billy nodded. He was clear about the situation of the Ark Continent. Although he wasn’t in the frontlines, 

there were Dwarves there to provide reports in addition to Zhao Hai’s news. Although Zhao Hai gained 

recent victories, discerning people can see that the Demons and the Divine Race were just being 

harassed by Zhao Hai. Once they find ways to go around Zhao Hai’s antics, then they would attack once 

again. And now, there was the Underworld. 

 

Billy turned to look at Zhao Hai and said, “I know how you have it hard. However, I cannot take 

responsibility of this matter alone. You should also be aware of how the Dwarves do things. Any matter 

needed to be discussed with everyone. I’ll go back and ask for their opinion on this.” 



 

Zhao Hai nodded, “Alright. But I hope to hear your decision as soon as possible. We can’t drag this 

matter for a long time. The Underworld’s residents are getting closer and closer. And once the Demons 

and the Divine Race discovers that the Underworld has come, then they would certainly attack. When 

that time comes, things might be too late.” 

 

Billy nodded, “Rest assured, I will give you an answer as soon as possible. Please lead me back.” Zhao Hai 

nodded before he lead Billy back to his mountain. 

 

After Billy returned, he immediately convened the elders and the village chiefs. He told the the Ark 

Continents current state before proposing Zhao Hai’s idea. 

 

While Billy was talking with his people, Zhao Hai went on to visit the Beast King. He also took the Beast 

King to the Space. And just like Billy, he introduced the Space while proposing his plan. 

 

Naturally, the Beast King didn’t agree immediately. The Beastman Race’s government was much looser 

than the Dwarves. The influence of the Beast King wasn’t as powerful as the Patriarchs of each tribe. So 

Zhao Hai lead the Beast King back to the Prairie to discuss the matter with his people. After leading the 

Beast King out, Zhao Hai didn’t immediately go to the Elves. Instead, he went to the Herculean Bull camp 

and looked for Wales. 

 

The Herculean Bulls had also sent their cavalry to help Zhao Hai in the Buddha Empire. One can say that 

Zhao Hai had Wales’ unconditional support. 

 

Wales knew that the changes in the northern icefield wasn’t good news. The powerful northern tribes 

were already promoted to 9th rank by Zhao Hai, and yet they were still driven pack into the Prairie. This 

alone fully explained how strong the creatures of the Underworld were. An enemy at the icefield was 

akin to having a knife at the back of Zhao Hai. Therefore, Wales was very anxious in the past few days. 

 

When he heard that Zhao Hai came, Wales immediately welcomed him to the tent. As they entered, 

Wales gave the guards and order, “Guard the tent, don’t let anybody approach.” The guard nodded 

before walking out. 

 

Yale and Mendez were also inside the tent. Wales looked at Zhao Hai and said, “How come you have 

time to visit? Do you have any plans?” 



 

Zhao Hai looked at Wales and smiled, “Brother, you should already know about the Space. I want the 

Cow-headed race to move to the Space. You can still herd there, keeping your present life while being 

safe. 

 

Wales couldn’t help but stare, he looked at Zhao Hai and said, “Are you sure about this?” 

 

Zhao Hai nodded and said, “I’ve decided. There is no safer way for the continent other than this. I have 

already told the Beast King about the Space, and he said it needed to be discussed. Brother, you need to 

be an example and help the Beast King out. You know how good the Space is better than anyone in the 

Prairie. What do you think?” 

 

Wales nodded and said, “Give me a few days. I don’t think there’ll be any problems. Rest assured.” 

 

Zhao Hai nodded, then he looked at Wales and laughed, “Brother, later on we can drink daily together. 

Hahaha.” 

 

Wales smiled. He knew that inside the Space, Zhao Hai was a god. He can go wherever he wanted to go 

and he can do whatever he wants to do. It would be very easy for Zhao Hai to drink with Wales 

everyday. 

 

Wales laughed and replied, “You better give us some good pastures. Our entire cow-headed race will be 

depending on you.” 

 

Zhao Hai smiled and said, “Brother, rest assured, the grass in the Space is much better than in the 

Prairie. As long as you move there, you won’t have any more problems.” 

 

Wales nodded, “Good. I don’t have anything else to ask. Just wait for my news, I will certainly do well in 

the following days.” 

 

Zhao Hai nodded, then he said his goodbyes to Wales before returning to the Space. After that, he went 

to the Elves. Zhao Hai couldn’t forget the Elf Queen’s shocked face when she saw the trees of life inside 

the Space. 



 

Nobody could blame the Elf Queen, the Elves treasured their tree of life. But in Zhao Hai’s Space, there 

seem to be one in every direction. There were even two of them beside the door of Zhao Hai’s villa. 

Moreover, these trees of life looked healthier than the one back in the Elf Forest. 

 

Although she was dumbfounded by what she saw, the Elf Queen didn’t immediately agree to migrating 

to the Space. After all, she also needed to discuss this matter with the elders. 

 

Zhao Hai didn’t oppose to this decision as he gave an understanding nod. After that, he immediately 

went to the Fishmen to see the Mermaid Queen. Naturally, he also took the Queen to the Space and 

introduced her with the surroundings. He also led her to the place in the background he specially 

prepared for the FIshman Race. 

 

Zhao Hai expected the Queen to delay her decision and discuss the matter with her people. However, 

Zhao Hai couldn’t help but stare when the Queen agreed to migrate immediately. She told Zhao Hai that 

she would organize the move as soon as she gets back from the Space. 

 

This was completely unexpected, but Zhao Hai was still happy. He immediately opened a spatial rift, 

enabling the Fishmen access to the Space at all times. 

 

Zhao Hai didn’t think that the first ones to move would be the Fishmen. But Zhao Hai was also glad. The 

Fishmen were the easiest people to settle in. Unlike the other races, the Fishmen didn’t need houses nor 

tents. As long as they were in the sea, then they can already take care of themselves. 

 

After having Cai’er manage the Fishmen, Zhao Hai and Green returned to the Black Wasteland. Then the 

Buda Clan’s people and slaves, along with the Diamond Ape Tribe, moved and settled down in the 

Space. 

 

These people weren’t with the Buda Clan for a day or two, it could be said that they were completely 

loyal to Zhao Hai. Therefore, Zhao Hai decided to have these people move to the Space first as an 

example to the other residents of the continent. 

 

After moving his people to the Space, Zhao Hai immediately went to look for the leaders of the various 

Empires of the continent. He told them about the state of the continent and about the Space. Finally, he 

proposed the migration of the continent’s residents towards the Space. 



 

The various leaders didn’t agree immediately. They knew that once they entered the Space, then it 

would akin to being on Zhao Hai’s hands. If Zhao Hai had anly plans for them, then they couldn’t do 

anything to rebel. 

 

Although there were God-rank experts among the enemies, these experts weren’t invincible. However, 

in Zhao Hai’s Space, Zhao Hai was a literal god. If Zhao Hai wants them to die, then it would be 

impossible for them to live. This was why they were reserved about the decision, this was the same case 

as the other races in the continent. 

 

But out of Zhao Hai’s expectation was the Lyon Empire. Zhao Hai also told the Lyon Empire’s Great 

Nobles about his plans. Who would’ve known that after Zhao Hai proposed his idea, the Great Nobles of 

the Empire immediately agreed. All of them quickly moved their families to the Space while also helping 

Zhao Hai move the Lyon Empire’s residents. 

 

Zhao Hai didn’t know why this was the case. But the true reason was because the Lyon Empire was 

already convinced of Zhao Hai’s strength. The people of the other Empires might know Zhao Hai’s might 

from the battle with the Demons, but the Lyon Empire were already aware of it when he extinguished 

the Dragons. The people of the Lyon Empire believed that since Zhao Hai assured them safety inside the 

Space, then safety would definitely be provided. Hence they decided to not delay and move 

immediately. 

 

Chapter 792 - Remaking The Ark Continent 

There wasn’t much mystery as to why the Lyon Empire agreed to enter the Space. On the other hand, 

Zhao Hai doesn’t understand why the Mermaid Queen agreed. Although Zhao Hai was glad that they 

agreed, he still wondered why. 

 

Actually, this was because the Mermaid clan was different compared to the Elves, Beastmen, and 

Dwarves. The three latter races had members who had ascended to the Divine Realm while the mermaid 

race had no ascenders. In other words, they don’t have a powerful backer. 

 

Because of this, the Fishmen immediately agreed to enter the Space. The Mermaid Queen knew that 

Zhao Hai would eventually defeat the Demons and the Divine Race. And although the Fishmen would 

have it better, their state would still be different compared to the Elves and the other two races. If Zhao 

Hai succeeded in his counter attack, then the Elves could meet with their people in the Divine Realm. 

Once they get in contact, their situation would be much safer. The case was similar to the Beastmen and 

the Dwarves. 



 

But the Fishman Race was different, they didn’t have any people to help them in the Divine Realm. Even 

if Zhao Hai succeeded in defeating the invaders, the Fishmen still wouldn’t gain any advantage. 

 

The Mermaid Clan had a lot of 9th ranks, but nobody was able to reach God-rank. This worried the 

Mermaids. Because of this, they saw hope in Zhao Hai and the potion that he had. 

 

Although Zhao Hai’s potions could only promote people to 8th and 9th rank, Zhao Hai told them that he 

has yet to develop a potion for God-rank. This meant that the potion was on its way to being made. This 

was too tempting for the Fishmen, so the Mermaid Queen immediately agreed to enter Zhao Hai’s 

Space. The Mermaid Queen also saw the place that Zhao Hai had arranged for them, and to be honest, it 

was a much better place than where they were living right now. The Mermaid Queen had no qualms 

about moving their entire race over. 

 

Although Zhao Hai was shocked at the decisions made by the Mermaid Queen and the Great Nobles, he 

was happy with their quick response. And even if they had some reservations at this point, they would 

slowly accept Zhao Hai when they live in the Space. 

 

The Mermaid Clan and the Great Nobles took the lead in entering the Space. With the influence of the 

Great Nobles as well as Zhao Hai’s appeal as the Emperor, the civilians of the Lyon Empire also agreed. 

After all, their almighty Emperor would take them to a place devoid of war and was plentiful in food and 

clothing. Moreover, they also won’t need to worry about the Demons and the Divine Race. 

 

Although the way Zhao Hai became Emperor was quite special, the people of the Lyon Empire were still 

very respectful towards him. This was because Zhao Hai had essentially rescued them from the Dragons. 

Moreover, Zhao Hai was taking the lead in resisting the Demons and the Divine Race. Even if they 

weren’t Beastmen, they would still respect a strong and powerful person. This was because in the Ark 

Continent, the stronger the person, the more respect he would gain, and Zhao Hai was a very strong 

man. 

 

With Zhao Hai’s fame as well as the help of the Great Nobles, the Lyon Empire’s people began to move 

towards the Space. Naturally, they didn’t know about the specifics of the Space. The only thing they 

knew was that they were going to migrate. 

 

And along with the movement of the Lyon Empire, the Buddha Empire’s people were also affected. It 

was impossible to hide the Lyon Empire’s migration to the Buddha Empire. After all, the Buddha Empire 



has taken refuge in the Lyon Empire. Because of this, when the commoners of the Buddha Empire heard 

that the Lyon Empire was migrating, they also prepared their things for migration. 

 

People were sometimes subjected to blind obedience. And who do these civilians follow? Naturally it 

was the Nobles. And with Zhao Hai’s call, the commoners will surely follow. These commoners knew 

that the Nobles might have known something that they don’t. Therefore, once they saw the nobles 

moving, they suddenly thought that the Lyon Empire might be in danger. If this was true, then they 

needed to move quickly. 

 

There were a lot of people with the same ideas. It was because of this that the entire population of the 

Lyon Empire started to move. From the commoners, to small nobles, and to the Great Nobles. All of 

them packed up their things and prepared to move out. 

 

The Buddha Empire’s Imperial Clan as well as its Great Nobles couldn’t just sit still with this 

development. If their subordinates decided to move, then what use would they have? What would a 

Noble Title and a Crown do? They would become Generals with no army. 

 

The Buddha Empire’s Nobles convened before deciding to migrate as well. The Buddha Emperor and the 

others understood how bad it would be for them if they didn’t move. The Demons and the Divine Race 

were yet to break through, however, the Buddha Empire’s people were currently inside the Lyon 

Empire. If the war continues for long, then the citizens would slowly be integrated to the Lyon Empire. 

So when Zhao Hai drives the invaders out, will the citizens come back? Because of this, the Buddha 

Empire’s nobles decided that it would be better to be inside Zhao Hai’s Space. At the very least, they 

would still have their own people and territory. 

 

Zhao Hai had promised them that after moving to the Space, then they would be given land that was 

just like the Buddha Empire. Cities would be made and the place would look and feel like the old Buddha 

Empire. 

 

Zhao Hai can definitely achieve this promise. The Space is under his control, and he can change its 

terrain at will. Because of this, Zhao Hai can change the Space’s terrain and make the Buddha Empire 

out of essentially nothing. It would be no different from the Buddha Empire outside. 

 

Zhao Hai knew everything about the Buddha Empire as well as the rest of the Ark Continent. Zhao Hai 

ordered Cai’er to make the Space’s background to be like the Ark Continent. 

 



Zhao Hai hadn’t prepared to migrate the Ark Continent’s people to the Space. And since he didn’t want 

people to go to his villa everyday, He had a separate continent made with the same structure as the Ark 

Continent, he would have people move there. 

 

However, Zhao Hai was not only building the terrain of the Ark Continent, he needed to make cities as 

well. And naturally, this came at a price. The Space deducted tens of millions of gold coins from Zhao 

Hai’s account, almost resetting Zhao Hai’s money to only a couple of gold coins. 

 

Zhao Hai looked at the rapid decline of his gold coins with a frown on his face. In the end, the number 

stopped going down, leaving Zhao Hai with a bit more than 10 thousand. Zhao Hai felt his heart stop, 

but fortunately Cai’er told him that there were a lot of things in the Space that can be sold. As long as 

those things mature, then they can get millions of gold coins once more. 

 

Zhao Hai was confused by this. He remembered that the crops from the Space weren’t worth this much 

money. If he was able to sell them for millions of gold coins, then he would’ve already done it a long 

time ago. 

 

It was only after he asked Cai’er that he understood. Those plants were cultivated in the magic world 

backgrounds. Plants harvested there were more than those grown in the Space’s background. 

 

After hearing this, Zhao Hai’s sadness immediately vanished. Zhao Hai wasn’t a stingy person, and he 

knew how much tens of millions of gold coins can do in the Space. 

 

As for the migration, the Fishmen didn’t need to be managed as much as the Humans. This time, Zhao 

Hai was taking care of the Lyon Empire. It was good that the Great Nobles of the Empire were already 

familiar with the environment. They immediately established their authority before leading the 

commoners in. 

 

The civilians that entered the Space was actually a mix between the Lyon and Buddha Empire’s 

commoners. The people of the Buddha Empire were already sent to the Space’s Buddha empire. Later 

on, when the Buddha Empire’s Nobles arrive, the Empire would be re-established once more. 

 

When the people from the Buddha Empire saw their homes, the couldn’t help but cry. This was 

especially true for the old people, they really thought that they had returned to their hometowns. They 

never expected that they would be able to see their homes for the rest of their lives. Although this 



wasn’t the original Buddha Empire, it was not different to their original home, all of them were very 

happy. 

 

Fortunately for Zhao Hai’s pockets, the Radiant Empire has been completely decimated by the Divine 

Race. Therefore, Zhao Hai didn’t need to reconstruct the Empire inside the Space. The Space’s Ark 

Continent was much smaller compared to the original one; it didn’t have the Black Wasteland, the 

Carrion Swamp, the Northern Icefield, and other uninhabited places. 

 

If Zhao Hai really remade the Ark Continent, then he would surely be bankrupt. Even if he sold his own 

clothes, we still wouldn’t be able to remake the Ark Continent. 

 

The Buddha Empire and Lyon Empire’s mass migration naturally couldn’t be hidden from the other 

people. This made the other Empires unable to sit still. 

 

The first to become anxious was the Rosen Emperor. The Emperor was Zhao Hai’s father-in-law, so he 

supported Zhao Hai. However, he was still afraid that after moving to the Space, his high status would 

be gone. This made him think twice. But after seeing the actions made by the Lyon and Buddha Empires, 

his heart began to beat quickly. 

 

However, even if his heart was beating fast, his actions were the contrary. On the other hand, another 

person made a quick move, it was Wales! 

 

Chapter 793 - Agreement! 

After receiving Zhao Hai’s notice, Wales immediately gathered the heads of the cow-headed race and 

discussed the migration with them. 

 

Wales’ prestige in the Cow-headed race was quite high. When the Herculean Bulls were in a slump, he 

led them to regain their place. Although Zhao Hai’s help was critical to the success, it still doesn’t take 

away from the fact that Wales was a talented leader. 

 

At the same time, Zhao Hai held a high status in the Cow-headed race. After all, he was their Foreign 

Prince as well as the Beastman Race’s Foreign Prince. Because of this, after Zhao Hai suggested that they 

move, none of the Cow-headed race’s patriarchs disagreed. 

 



However, the Cow-headed race was no small group in the Prairie. It would take a long time for them to 

be moved. Because of this, their migration was much slower compared to the Humans and the Fishmen. 

 

But this matter also highlighted the advantages of the Beastmen. Since they have tents, it didn’t take 

too long for their property to be transferred to the Space. This nomadic way of life proved to be more 

convenient compared to the Humans when it came to migration. 

 

When Zhao Hai heard that Wales was done preparing, he immediately opened a spatial rift near the 

Herculean Bulls’ camp. Then he started to guide the Cow-headed Beastmen to enter the Space. 

 

The place where Wales entered was just right behind the Lyon Empire. In this place, there was a huge 

piece of grassland, much bigger than the original Beastman Prairie. There wouldn’t be any problems if 

the entire Beastman Race relocated here. 

 

Moreover, the grass in the Space was much more abundant compared to the outside. At the same time, 

they regrow quicker. This would make the lives of the herding Beastmen much better. 

 

Zhao Hai doesn’t intend to separate the Humans and the other races. After all, they used to live 

together. Moreover, Zhao Hai noticed that the races in the Ark Continent actually complemented each 

other, able to live alongside each other in harmony. If it wasn’t for the Radiant Church, then there won’t 

be any discord between the various races. 

 

After the Cow-headed Beastmen entered the Space, they immediately took a liking to it. For them, the 

place was just like heaven. Blue sky, green grass, jade textured water; everything here made up for the 

most ideal place for herding. 

 

The Cow-headed Beastmen couldn’t help but smile widely at the place. Some elderly Cow Beastmen 

even went to the ground and chewed on the grass. After tasting them, their eyes shone as they loudly 

said, “This is high grade grass! The Prince hasn’t deceived us, this is the ideal place for us Beastmen!” 

 

The cheer of the people resounded all over the place. 

 

In the entire Cow-headed race, the last to enter was Wales’ Herculean Bull Tribe. However, Zhao Hai had 

already arranged a good spot for them to transfer their golden tent to as soon as they came in. 



 

Wales was more than satisfied with the grassland around him. After looking out, he thought that this 

was a nice place to settle in. 

 

Just like the Lyon Empire and the Buddha Empire, Wales’ move to the Space influenced the entire 

Beastman Race. After seeing the Cow-headed race willingly entering Zhao Hai’s Space, they started to be 

convinced to move as well. 

 

After Wales and the others entered the Space, Zhao Hai wasn’t too anxious of bringing them back out. In 

fact, Zhao Hai wanted Wales to stay inside for a while so that Wales can help sway the minds of the 

other Beastmen. 

 

After settling down for some time, Wales and some of the Cow Beastmen went out of the Space. The 

place where they appeared out of was Beast God City. 

 

Wales now understood how Zhao Hai was able to appear on the Prairie on a whim. It turned out that it 

was because of the Space. Wales came out of the Space and immediately went to the Beast King’s 

Palace in order to inform the Beast King about their condition inside Zhao Hai’s Space. 

 

The Beast King also wanted to move the Beastman Race to the Space. He knew that it was much safer 

inside the Space compared to outside. Migrating there would a good for the entire Beastman Race. 

 

However, it was clear that the Beast King’s words alone wouldn’t make this happen. Therefore, he can 

only discuss this matter with the Patriarchs of the big warring clans. He wanted them to move as soon as 

possible. 

 

Even so, the Patriarchs still didn’t agree. This annoyed the Beast King. With the White Tigers, the Polar 

Bears, and the Blue Hawks being held back, this meant that their enemy was a strong one. Additionally, 

there was the encroaching poisonous dark mist. Counter-attacking and reclaiming lost lands was 

virtually impossible. In this case, wouldn’t moving to the Space a much better choice? 

 

However, the Beastmen had the same mentality as the Humans when it came to this matter. They 

needed someone to take the lead. Once one of them went and migrated, then it would be easier for the 

others to follow suit. 



 

The Beast King actually wanted his Tiger Tribe to take the lead. After all, he was the Tiger Race’s 

patriarch, it would be appropriate for them to make the first step. However, this move might not be 

enough to convince the other races. 

 

If the Tiger Tribe were the only ones to do this, then the effect might only be light. Just as the Beast King 

was annoyed at this matter, Wales came and told him that the Cow headed Race had already settled 

down inside the Space. This was definitely a good news for the Beast King. 

 

After hearing Wales’ report, the Beast King immediately decided to call the Patriarchs of the big warring 

tribes. He wanted them to hear Wales’ report firsthand. 

 

Although the Cow-headed race wasn’t considered as a warring tribe, they were still quite influential in 

the Prairie. Their special relationship with Zhao Hai provided them with a higher status among other 

Beastmen. All of the Beastmen know about the matters between Zhao Hai and the Herculean Bulls. 

 

Also, Zhao Hai’s status had risen even more when he sold the Beastmen his grain, when he found the 

Beast God’s Spear, and when he established a milk wine business with the entire Prairie. All of these 

feats elevated Zhao Hai’s image inside the hearts of the Beastmen. 

 

And now that the Demons and the Divine Race had come, Zhao Hai’s status became even higher. This 

was because Zhao Hai was in the forefront of the battle between the two invaders. The Beastmen 

admires brave people the most, because of this, their respect for Zhao Hai was quite high. 

 

After the Patriarchs heard Wales’ report about the Space, all of them became excited. However, they 

had a request, they wanted to personally visit the Space. 

 

When the Beast King heard this, he immediately took his messenger fish and told Zhao Hai about what 

happened. 

 

Zhao Hai didn’t even need to think about it. Inside the conference room, a spatial rift suddenly 

appeared. After that, the Patriarchs were then led to witness the Space for themselves. 

 



These Beastmen have always been weary about Zhao Hai’s skills. But for the sake of the Beastman Race, 

they still entered the Space. 

 

The place where Zhao Hai sent them to was the place where the Cow-headed Beastmen were located. 

After looking at the grassland, the Beastmen Patriarchs immediately believed Wales’ words. The grass 

was indeed very good. 

 

Beastmen had been herding for all their lives. For them, good pastures can be discerned in just one 

glance. This grassland was indeed very good and there were even plenty of water sources. It would be 

very strange if the Beastmen didn’t move after seeing this. 

 

The Beastmen Patriarchs stayed in the Space for quite some time before they left. Once they got out, 

the Patriarch immediately returned to their territories and prepared their people to move out. 

 

Their decision made Zhao Hai smile. And even more worth celebrating was the fact that the Rosen 

Empire had decided to move in as well. In order to convince the Emperor, Zhao Hai even promised him 

that there would be no change in authority once they move to the Space. Zhao Hai also showed the 

Space’s Rosen Empire to the Emperor. Because of this, the Emperor finally agreed. 

 

The last time the Rosen Emperor visited the Space, the new Ark Continent was yet to be made. Now that 

a complete copy of the Rosen Empire was created, and people were going to live here, the Rosen 

Emperor naturally agreed. 

 

Actually, the Rosen Emperor was still quite reserved about the decision. After all, he was Zhao Hai’s 

father-in-law. Once he entered the Space, then his position as an elder would be affected. But in the 

end, after Lizzy’s persuasion, the Rosen Emperor finally agreed. 

 

As the matter stands, only the Elves, the Dwarves, and the Aksu Empire were yet to make a decision. At 

this moment, it had been half a month after the last attack made by the Divine Race. 

 

Half a month wasn’t a long time, and this showed why Zhao Hai’s Space was a wonderful thing. In just 

half a month, Zhao Hai was able to move most of the people from the Buddha and the Lyon Empire into 

the Space. At the same time, large numbers of Beastmen and Fishmen had also moved in. 

 



But although Zhao Hai was taking care of the migration, he still kept an eye out for the actions made by 

the Demons and the Divine Race. At this time, the Demons and the Divine Race were focused on 

amassing troops. Their losses in their past operation wasn’t small, so they needed some reinforcements 

to replace the losses. It was clear that they were yet to discover the arrival of the Underworld. 

Otherwise, they wouldn’t have waited for the troops and instead went forward and just attacked. 

 

Less than two days after the Beastmen and the Rosen Empire started to move to the Space, the Aksu 

Empire, Elves, and Dwarves also agreed to migrate. The Aksu Empire had no special requests. On the 

other hand, the Dwarves and Elves had something to ask before migrating. The Elves wanted Zhao Hai to 

move their entire city into the Space. The Dwarves requested Zhao Hai to get the ores that they had 

mined all these years and then take them to the Space. 

 

Chapter 794 - Blown Away 

The Demon Dragon King looked at the report on his table. This was his fifth time reading the report, he 

has yet to comprehend what it meant. 

 

This report was none other than the Ark Continent’s mass migration. The report stated that the Buddha 

and the Lyon Empire just moved while the Aksu and Rosen Empires were packing their things. At the 

same time, the Beastmen were also moving. The Dwarves and the Elves’ situation were unclear. 

 

The report also stated that once the migration becomes successful, then there would be no people left 

in the Ark Continent. 

 

The Demon Dragon King doubted the authenticity of this information. Where would the people of the 

Ark Continent move? The continent was a huge place, where would they fit? 

 

The Demon Dragon King knew that the Ark Continent had a lot of people. The Humans alone accounted 

for more than a billion people. With the other races included, then it would reach a couple billion 

people. What place would allow this many people to live in? Moreover, the food and living conditions of 

these people needed to be considered. And now that the Ark Continent showed their ability to resist, 

why would they decide to move? 

 

However, the Demon Dragon King knew that it would be impossible for their spies to deceive him. This 

made him even more confused. 

 



Although it was the truth, it was still too hard to believe. Therefore, he was stuck on what decision to 

make upon receiving the report. 

 

He didn’t know what Zhao Hai was scheming. After their multiple confrontations, the Demon Dragon 

King had learned to fear Zhao Hai’s plans. If the Demon Dragon King loses more people, then he 

wouldn’t be able to shoulder the responsibility. 

 

At the same time, the Divine Race also received this information. The Divine Race had their own spies in 

the Ark Continent. After all, the Radiant Church had managed it for many years, their foundation was 

quite solid. With how many people they had, weeding them out was quite hard. 

 

It was only because the Ark Continent were strict in the past that these people hid themselves while 

some were being ambushed. However, since the Ark Continent had gotten more chaotic than before, it 

was inevitable that the attention on the spies had lessened. Therefore, the Divine Race were able to 

receive reports from the Ark Continent. 

 

Like the Demon Dragon King, the Divine Race were also baffled by the report. They couldn’t 

comprehend what it meant. They even thought that the information was a trap. 

 

The reason these people were yet to make a move was because they had yet to find a way to deal with 

Zhao Hai’s harassment tactics. Zhao Hai’s move was just too scary. 

 

They did exactly what Zhao Hai wanted, giving him time. At this time, the Buddha and Lyon Empire had 

been moved to the Space. The Aksu and Rosen Empire had also begun their move along with the Elves 

and the Dwarves. 

 

One could say that the most difficult to move were the Elves and the Dwarves. The Dwarves needed to 

have mines where they live. Therefore, Zhao Hai prepared a place with an iron and coal mine for them. 

 

Since the Space leveled up, Zhao Hai can now make optional arrangements for the minerals of the 

Space. Because Zhao Hai had pure iron, he decided to place it in the new Ark Continent’s Dwarf 

mountain, allowing it to turn the rocks around it into iron. 

 



On the other hand, the Elves were more difficult. They were used to living in a forest, the type that was 

never been touched. This was a difficult condition, needing specific planning for the Space. Having a new 

forest in a short time was just impossible. Zhao Hai can only leave a place for the Elves to plant trees in. 

 

In the end, Zhao Hai decided to choose a forested background and modify it to look like the Elven 

Forest. The only thing he couldn’t achieve was the Elven Tree City itself. 

 

Zhao Hai didn’t know what kind of tree it was. The Elves had grown it for a long time, it was impossible 

to duplicate that city in the Space. 

 

It was fortunate that the Elves asked Zhao Hai to relocate the tree itself into the Space. After thinking 

about it, Zhao Hai agreed. 

 

To be honest, Zhao Hai didn’t want to leave the Elven Tree City behind as well. To Zhao Hai, that city was 

a miracle of nature. When Zhao Hai agreed to take the Elven Tree City along, the Elves decided to dig the 

city out. Otherwise, there would be now way for Zhao Hai to take it to the Space. 

 

But as the Elves were starting to dig, Zhao Hai told them that there was no need. Zhao Hai guaranteed 

them that the tree wouldn’t be affected by the move. 

 

The Space hadn’t disappointed Zhao Hai, it easily absorbed the Elven Tree City. The Elves had now 

officially settled inside the Space. 

 

The condition made by the Dwarves were very unique. They wanted Zhao Hai to take the weapons and 

armor, as well as the ingots that they had accumulated over the years. Naturally, Zhao Hai was happy to 

agree. 

 

Although the Space already had a large amount of iron, Zhao Hai was still happy to add some more. 

 

But when Zhao Hai saw the Dwarves’ stock, he couldn’t help but be shocked. The Dwarves had almost 

hollowed the mountain range after all these years. And all of the iron ore that they weren’t able to 

process were stockpiled and then turned to ingots for later use. Also, one needed to know that the 

amount of ore mined in a day was much bigger than the amount that could be processed in the same 

timeframe. 



 

The iron ore was just too much, Zhao Hai simply couldn’t estimate it. The iron ingots and products were 

already piled in huge mountain-like piles, not to mention the iron ore. The Dwarves’ stockpile was just 

too large. 

 

After taking all these things, Billy also proposed something. He wanted to leave a few people behind and 

completely dig the entire mountain of ores. 

 

When Zhao Hai heard Billy, he thought about it for a moment before he agreed. Leaving those iron ores 

in the Ark Continent would be a waste. Also, it might even benefit the Demons and the Divine Race. So 

Zhao Hai would rather use them for himself. 

 

In the past, the Dwarves were considering their safety when they were mining the mountain. There 

were places that they haven’t dug out because it might cause the mountain to collapse. Since they didn’t 

need to worry about that now, then they would clear the mountain even if it cause it to crumple. 

 

This idea also opened a new thought for Zhao Hai. Although the valuable things inside the Ark Continent 

were already taken to the Space, there were still things in the continent that were of value, things like 

wood, bamboo, some machines, metal and the like. Naturally Zhao Hai didn’t want to just leave them 

be. Since the Demons and the Divine Race didn’t attack and the people had already moved, Zhao Hai 

released massive amounts of undead to collect things. The ransack was even more ruthless than the 

shakedowns made by corrupt officials. As long as something can be used, they weren’t let go. 

 

The ones who gave Zhao Hai the least worry were the Beastmen. All of their items were very easy to 

move. They just placed their belongings on carts before they moved, it was a completely easy process. 

 

On the other hand, the ones Zhao Hai worried the most were the Fishmen. The people of the sea were 

just too numerous. As the Fishmen entered the Space, Zhao Hai discovered that they were too slow. To 

solve this, Zhao Hai told the Elf Queen to concentrate the Fishmen and he would just take them to the 

Space. This process would be quicker than having them go through the spatial rift. 

 

The Queen agreed to Zhao Hai’s proposal. Groups of Fishmen made cube formations and stayed where 

they were. Then Zhao Hai continuously absorbed them towards the Space. 

 



This takes more time and effort, but Zhao Hai had no other choice. But what moved Zhao Hai was the 

fact that there were also a lot of useful things in the sea, such as iron ores, other metals, and sea 

products. It would be a waste to leave them be. 

 

However, Zhao Hai also knew that it wouldn’t be so easy to extract those things out. And compared to 

the seas, the mainland still had a lot of resources he could use. Therefore, Zhao Hai decided to just take 

the easy route and leave the seas for now. 

 

The Demons and the Divine Race didn’t think that Zhao Hai would have a thing such as the Space. The 

people who moved discovered that things weren’t different after they moved. They were just met by 

their empty house, the same style that they were used to. Under the efforts of the officials, their 

residence didn’t change. For the people, it was just like moving all of their things outside their house 

before placing it right back in. Moreover, their new homes seemed more comfortable compared to 

before. 

 

In the past, the homes of these commoners were worn out since they didn’t have the money for repair. 

Although Zhao Hai made a complete copy of the Ark Continent, it was troublesome for him to also 

imitate the worn out look of the houses. Because of this, the commoners were given with newer 

versions of their old house. Naturally, the commoners were happy with this result. 

 

After going through great effort, the relocation of the Ark Continent was short of completion. Except the 

Fishmen who lived far, all of the people were already settled inside the Space. 

 

Chapter 795 - Bird Flying on a Vast Sky 

The Demons and the Divine Race finally felt that something was wrong. They haven’t received news 

from their spies for a couple days now. Although Zhao Hai’s soldiers didn’t retreat, the information that 

they received made them feel uneasy. They were starting to believe that the information was true. If the 

people of the Ark Continent really migrated, what would they do? 

 

Although both invaders were restless, the unease felt by the Demons were less compared to the Divine 

Race. Their main goal was the Ark Continent’s land, so even if the people have moved away, it didn’t 

matter that much. 

 

On the other hand, the Divine Race wanted the people of the continent. They saw this invasion as an act 

of revenge. This was because the Ark Continent had bested them once before. For the proud Divines, 

this was completely intolerable. However, the Divine Race found that they won’t be able to do that now. 



 

The Demons were constantly receiving reinforcements, with the Great Demon King coming in a few 

days. The Demon Dragon King didn’t want to attack before the Great Demon King arrived. 

 

The situation of the Divine Race was complex. When they sent news to the Barbarian and Winged 

Pegasus Race, they expected them to send their elites in order to deal with Zhao Hai. 

 

However, they didn’t think that even if the two races said that they would send people in, their 

preparation was too slow. Many days have passed yet their army were yet to arrive. It was very obvious 

that they were delaying time. This made Thunder Yun confused, he couldn’t understand why the two 

races would do this. But in fact, Thunder Yun had forgotten. The two races did indeed feel they needed 

to take revenge against Zhao Hai, however, their hatred for the Divine Race was deeper. Strictly 

speaking, they couldn’t blame Zhao Hai for killing their people. If the Divine Race didn’t invade the Ark 

Continent, then those Barbarian and Winged Pegasus people wouldn’t have died. Their deaths were 

actually because of the Divine Race. 

 

Thunder Yun hadn’t thought about this point. He has been thinking as someone far above the 

Barbarians and the Winged Pegasus people. In his mind, these two races should always obey the Divine 

Race. The deaths of the two units were well deserved. They were slaves of the Divine Race, they didn’t 

have the right to resent the Divine Race. 

 

It was because of this mindset that Thunder Yun miscalculated the reaction of the two races, costing him 

a lot of time in the end. Finally, Thunder Yun felt that something was wrong. After a strict order towards 

the two races, the process of reinforcement went forward a bit faster. While this was happening, huge 

changed already happened in the Ark Continent. Aside from the magic beasts, one could hardly see 

anything alive. The ones being busy at this time were the undead. 

 

Zhao Hai sat in the Space and took a deep breath, he can finally sigh with relief. The entire Ark Continent 

had migrated to the Space, everyone was now safe. A large worry in his heart has been removed. The 

only thing left to worry about was upgrading the Space as well as repelling the Demons and the Divine 

Race. 

 

The people of the Ark Continent were very happy to live in the Space. The Space’s air was much better 

compared to the Ark Continent. The growth of crops was also faster compared to the mainland. When 

the Empires moved to the Space, their reserves were transported by Zhao Hai as well. Because of this, 

the lives of the civilians were much better than before. 

 



In the past, the commoners were also worried about being unable to eat their meals. But now they 

don’t need to worry about it. There was a lot of land in the Space, and the crop yield was very high. 

Additionally, Zhao Hai was providing food and clothing subsidies to the people. One could say that the 

commoners were already set when it came to necessities and shelter. 

 

Zhao Hai was currently sitting inside the villa, looking at the troops in the Buddha Empire. However, 

these troops weren’t the ones who harassed the Demons and the Divine Race. After transporting their 

families to the Space, Zhao Hai had the original army take a rest in order to recuperate. 

 

Zhao Hai wasn’t thinking of letting the Demons and the Divine Race off. These two groups didn’t come 

with good intentions. This was especially true for the Divine Race, it would be impossible for Zhao Hai to 

forgive them. He was unlike the people who migrated to the Space, they were already living great lives, 

thinking that there was no need to deal with the Demons and the Divine Race. 

 

After the Ark Continent’s people were moved to the Space, Zhao Hai had finally breathed a sigh of relief. 

When he deals with the Demons and the Divine Race in the future, he would be less reserved compared 

to before. At this point, Zhao Hai was thinking about how to deal with the two invaders. 

 

Zhao Hai also discovered that there was no need for him to use the continent’s military. After all, the 

people had just moved to the Space for two days. If Zhao Hai decided to mobilize them once more, then 

there would be little point to sending them to migrate. 

 

The military strength that Zhao Hai depended on would originate in a certain place, the Northern 

Icefield! 

 

The Northern Icefield has been fully occupied by the undead. The undead propagating there right now 

were just low level undead or low level dark creatures. These things held no threat against Zhao Hai. The 

reason the Beastmen were afraid of the Underworld was because of the Dark Mist. Not only was the 

mist poisonous, it also hindered people from seeing through it. Because of this, the Beastmen weren’t 

able to see that the undead they were going against were just low level ones. 

 

And for Zhao Hai, these undead were very good manpower sources. These things would immediately be 

subdued by the Space, transforming them into Zhao Hai’s own undead army. Because of this, Zhao Hai 

didn’t plan on sending more troops out into the battlefield. 

 



The entire Ark Continent had become Zhao Hai’s large playground. He was now able to fight in however 

way he wanted. With his current strength, he can now fight with the Demons and the Divine Race. It was 

time to find out whether Zhao Hai’s tactics were stronger compared to the Demon and the Divine Race 

armies. 

 

Zhao Hai looked at the Divine Race’s camp and sneered. Now he was thinking about how to start dealing 

with the Demons and the Divine Race. At this moment, a voice was heard, “Brother Hai, can I ask you 

one thing?” 

 

Zhao Hai turned his head to see Berry. Zhao Hai looked at Berry and asked, “Berry? What’s wrong? As 

long as I can do it, then I’ll help you. After all, I’m your husband, tell my what you want.” 

 

Berry looked excited at Zhao Hai’s response before she sighed and said, “Brother Hai, this might sound 

awkward. But, I, I want to ask you to allow my people to enter the Space.” Zhao Hai stered, he didn’t 

think that Berry would say this. He turned to Berry and said, “Why did you suddenly think of this?” Berry 

looked at the blue skies outside and said, ‘Brother Hai, we cannot see this kind of sky in the Demon 

Realm. For the Demons, skies like these can only be found in heaven. My Succubus Race has a high 

status in the Demon Realm, but those strong Demons like to treat us as playthings. If the Succubus race 

wanted to survive, then they would need to marry those with great power. In exchange, we would keep 

our living space. We Succubi didn’t want to live like this, but there was no other way. Brother Hai, your 

Space is huge. If there is a chance, I’d want to have a place for my family to live in.” 

 

Zhao Hai looked at Berry’s face and smiled, “There’s no need to think about it. That’s not a problem. As 

long as an opportunity comes, then I can make the Succubus of the Demon Realm enter the Space. But 

we need to consider where they’ll live in, we can’t have them be in the villa at all times.” 

 

When Berry heard Zhao Hai, she smiled before throwing a kiss towards Zhao Hai’s face. Zhao Hai turned 

his head to meet Berry’s lips, then the two went on to passionately kiss on the spot. 

 

At this time, Megan’s voice can be heard, “Everyone, come quick. There’s two affectionate people here.” 

Then came the giggles of the women. 

 

When Berry heard Megan, her body immediately jumped up as she looked at Megan and the others 

with a reddened face. Megan and the others went to the Space’s Ark Continent to see how the people 

were doing, therefore, Berry had the confidence to get bold. But now she was seen by the other women, 

naturally she would be embarrassed. 



 

When Zhao Hai saw that the women were back, he smiled and said, “You’re back. How are the people? 

Are there no problems?” 

 

Megan pouted and said, “Brother Hai, don’t change the topic. You haven’t kissed me like that before.” 

 

Megan’s response made the women’s laughter even louder. Although Megan was red-faced, she was 

still giggling. She didn’t care. After all, only they were left in the villa. Shue and Shun, along with 

Blockhead and Rockhead were out and exploring the new Ark Space. 

 

This Ark Space was where the people of the Ark Continent were. Zhao Hai had officially named it Ark 

Space. Besides that there was also the Fishman Space, naturally, it was the place where the Fishmen 

were. 

 

As soon as these two places were arranged, Zhao Hai felt great relief. He finally felt like a bird flying in a 

vast sky. 

 

The Ark Continent’s people had become shackles that prevented him from doing a lot of things. There 

were the Demons and the Divine Race, and more importantly, the cultivation realm. Now that the Ark 

Continent was safe, Zhao Hai can finally focus his full effort in dealing with his problems. 

 

Chapter 796 - Zhao Hai’s Depression 

Megan felt that Zhao Hai’s mood has become better, that is why she made this joke. Zhao Hai looked at 

Megan and couldn’t help but laugh, “Alright, I’ll give you one just like that. My little Megan, come here!” 

Then he opened both of his arms towards Megan. 

 

Megan made an ugly face as she said, “I won’t hug you.” Then she ran of while giggling like a little girl. 

 

Seeing Megan running off, Zhao Hai felt specially relaxed. The one feeling happy wasn’t just him, Megan 

and the others felt it as well. 

 

When Zhao Hai thought about it, he finally understood what was going on. Laura and the others were 

native to the Ark Continent. Besides their family members, they also had friends and relatives who lived 



there. Although Zhao Hai had resisted the invasion made by the Demons and the Divine Race, the 

women still couldn’t help but worry for the future. If Zhao Hai couldn’t resist one day, then their families 

and friends wouldn’t have good lives. 

 

Megan and the others had always been right beside Zhao Hai during the war. Because of this, they knew 

firsthand how powerful the Demons and the Divine Race were. Naturally, this fact made them even 

more worried. 

 

They were worried for their family and friends’ safety, so how could they be at ease. Since Zhao Hai was 

busy thinking about how to deal with the invaders, he had failed to notice their mood. 

 

But now that the people of the Ark Continent were in the Space, it wasn’t only Zhao Hai who felt great 

relief. Megan and the others felt happy as well, their worries had vanished into thin air. 

 

After thinking about this, Zhao Hai’s heart couldn’t help but feel warm. Megan and the others had it 

hard, but they still didn’t tell Zhao Hai to send their family and friends to the Space. It can be seen that 

they still held Zhao Hai first in their hearts, this touched Zhao Hai’s heart. 

 

At the same time, Zhao Hai also felt guilty. He hadn’t thought into how Laura and the others felt. If he 

wasn’t firm in his resolve to transfer the Ark Continent’s people to the Space, then he wouldn’t have 

seen their happy expressions right now. 

 

Zhao Hai got up from his chair and hugged his wives as he whispered “Sorry” in a soft voice. 

 

Laura and the others were intelligent, so they immediately understood what Zhao hai meant. They 

couldn’t blame Zhao Hai and just didn’t say anything. Instead, they gently held Zhao Hai and hugged him 

tightly as well. 

 

After some time, Zhao Hai said, “I just discussed with Berry, if an opportunity comes, we’ll have her 

people move to the Space.” Laura and the others nodded, Laura replied, “Right, the Demon Realm’s 

environment is just too terrible. The Space is much better in comparison… On the other hand, Brother 

Hai, those commoners won’t have food problems anymore. After a long time, those people might go 

lazy. Should we give them something to do?” 

 



Zhao Hai stared, then he said, “Right, that wouldn’t be great. Do you have any ideas? Tell me?” 

 

Laura smiled and said, “What are the reasons why we received the people of the Ark Continent into the 

Space? One of them is to gather faith power while another is to increase our strength. The Space’s 

environment is much better compared to outside. There are no natural disasters here and there was no 

need to worry about food. If this continued, then the people would get lazy, so we need to make them 

do something. The main things we need to take care of is faith and their strength.” When Zhao Hai 

heard this, he replied, “You mean, we’ll have them worship me as a god while training them in magic 

and battle qi?” 

 

Laura nodded and said, “At this time, we can’t have them just worship you. That is just impossible, it 

might even cause dislike. Therefore, I have thought of a good way to do so. In the Ark Space, we need to 

have a projection in each city, showing the fight against the Demons and the Divine Race. What do you 

think?” 

 

Zhao Hai thought for a moment and said, “That wouldn’t be hard. When fight comes, we can have 

projections in each city. But will this work?” Laura was full of confidence, “It’ll work, definitely. Brother 

Hai, every time you fight with your undead, people will surely cheer.” 

 

Megan and the others smiled when they heard Laura. In fact, they had already discussed this matter 

before. Having the people of the Ark Continent worship Zhao Hai as a god wouldn’t be an easy matter. 

After all, Zhao Hai was just like them, a person of the Ark Continent. Would you suddenly worship a 

friend at your side as a god? That would be impossible. Because of this, Laura and the others decided 

that forcing Zhao Hai as a god would be impossible. 

 

Zhao Hai nodded and said, “Alright, let’s do it according to you plan. However, we need to wait for some 

time before we fight the Demons and the Divine Race. There are still good things left in the Ark 

Continent. I was thinking that as long as they don’t attack us, then we wouldn’t make the first move. In 

the meantime, we’ll slowly take more good things into the Space. What do you think?” 

 

Laura smiled and said, “Brother Hai is really mad with money. But if those things remain in the Ark 

Continent, then they might be used by the Demons and the Divine Race. in any case, the Ark Continent’ 

people needed to adapt for some time. Also, I’m afraid that the Demons and the Divine Race would wait 

too long.” 

 

Zhao Hai smiled and said, “Don’t worry, the Demons and the Divine Race should be aware of the change 

in the Ark Continent. After all, we caught a lot of spies last time.” 



 

When Zhao Hai moved the people of the Ark Continent to the Space, the spies of the Demons and the 

Divine Race began to come out. Naturally, those people wouldn’t go and see Zhao Hai face to face. 

Instead, they made backhanded remarks, saying malicious words towards Zhao Hai. Their purpose was 

to stop the people from listening to him. 

 

However, they underestimated Zhao Hai’s control over the Space. Along with Cai’er, it was easy to 

investigate who these people were. 

 

At first, the people of the Ark Continent didn’t understand why Zhao Hai was arresting these people. 

Zhao Hai didn’t do the job this time, he hired Dark Mages from the Space to kill these people and turn 

them into advanced undead before asking them what they were doing. Before long, the people 

understood who those arrested people were. 

 

And from the mouths of those people, it seems like the Demons and the Divine Race were already aware 

of the migration. However, this didn’t affect Zhao Hai. In any case, the relocation has been completed. 

The next step to consider was how to deal with the Demons and the Divine Race. 

 

Laura smiled and said, “Alright, the Demons and the Divine Race should be anxious right about now. But 

Brother Hai, how are you planning to deal with them? Will it be just like before?” 

 

Zhao Hai smiled faintly and said, “Why not. You should know that we are only facing against the Taurus 

Divines, the other nine continents are yet to appear. And now that the Ark Continent has been 

destroyed by us, how about we go and explore the Divine Realm. And if an opportunity comes, we can 

also go to the Demon Realm. Let’s see if they have things that can upgrade the Space.” 

 

Laura nodded, “Right, if we can get more things that can upgrade the Space, then that would be great. 

The most important thing for us right now is to upgrade the Space. Then if we meet the Immortal 

Cultivator in the future, we would have more ways to defend ourselves.” 

 

Zhao Hai nodded before he sighed inwardly. To be honest, Zhao Hai was a bit depressed right now. It 

was because of the Space’s Ranch. When he played the game before, he can remember that the Ranch 

was able to summon divine beasts at a later time. For example, he can summon the Nine Dragons. The 

Space had a lot of those kinds of Divine Beasts, and their strengths were indeed very strong. What 

depressed Zhao Hai was the fact that these Divine Beasts should already be available once the Space 



reaches level 70. However, they were yet to appear. Currently, the strongest creatures in the Space 

were those God-rank magic beasts. Zhao Hai didn’t understand why this was at first. 

 

However, after the Space’s backgrounds were introduced, Zhao Hai was given a prompt. Since the Ark 

Continent was a magic plane, then the only beasts that can be brought to it were magic beasts and 

normal animals. On the other hand, Divine Beasts such as the nine dragons were part of the cultivator 

background. This explained why they were yet to be purchased in the Ranch. 

 

In other words, if Zhao Hai wanted to raise these Divine Beasts, then he would need to be in the 

cultivator realms. At this time, the only thing he can raise were magic beasts. 

 

This made Zhao Hai depressed. If he was able to get just a couple of these Divine Beasts, then there 

would be no problem in dealing with the Demons and the Divine Race. 

 

Lizzy turned to Zhao Hai and said, “We can also use this period of time to slowly wean the people to 

treat Brother Hai as a God. But unfortunately, our understanding of faith power was just too limited.” 

 

Zhao Hai sighed and said, “Let’s not dwell on that matter for long. Let’s take care of the Demons and the 

Divine Race first. Lizzy, Megan, do you have any plans?” 

 

Chapter 797 - Death Qi Army 

Lizzy and Megan had great insight when it came to the battlefield that Zhao Hai didn’t have. Therefore, 

he hoped to ask Lizzy and Megan about this matter. 

 

Lizzy knit her brows and said, “Big Brother Hai, I think we need to have different attitudes in dealing with 

the Demons and the Divine Race. We need to fight one while we keep the other.” 

 

Zhao Hai frowned and said, “What do you mean?” 

 

Lizzy replied, “The reason why the Demons and the Divine Race invaded the Ark Continent is different. 

The Divine Race wanted to enslave the people of the Continent. Brother Hai should already know that 

the Divine Race wanted more faith power for that immortal cultivator. And from what it seems, their 

hatred for the Ark Continent is deep. I’m afraid they won’t let the Ark Continent’s people go easily. On 

the other hand, the Demons only wanted the Ark Continent’s land. They wanted a better place, so they 



needed to deal with the Ark Continent’s resident. However, if we provide them with a better place, then 

wouldn’t they stop their invasion?” 

 

When he heard Lizzy, Zhao Hai couldn’t help but stare. What Lizzy meant was the Demons migrating to 

the Space. Was this possible? 

 

Zhao Hai looked at Lizzy’s face and said, “How do we go about it?” 

 

Lizzy smiled and said, “We need to look for an opportunity. Winning the Demons immediately is not 

good. I think we must wait for some time and then hit the Demons with a painful attack before winning 

them over. As for the Divine Race, they are already devout followers of the immortal cultivator. It would 

be impossible to shift them to our side.” 

 

Zhao Hai coldly snorted and said, “It doesn’t matter if we can or cannot win them over. The ghosts of 

the Ocean Waves Dynasty’s people wouldn’t allow it. In any case, we are need to go and prepare for a 

fight. There is still the Underworld. The circumstances related to that place is vastly different compared 

to the Demons and the Divine Race. What do we do about them?” 

 

Lizzy smiled and said, “We deal with them as well. Big Brother Hai, have you forgotten? When it comes 

to manpower, the Underworld’s creatures are our number one source. Later on, we can get 

reinforcements from them.” 

 

Zhao Hai couldn’t help but laugh as he replied, “Alright, we’ll take care of that. Later on, the Underworld 

would supply us with a lot of troops.” 

 

Ever since he received the Ark Continent’s people to the Space, Zhao Hai can be said to be extremely 

confident. Without anything holding his ankles down, he can now do whatever he wanted. 

 

‘Dragon returning to the sea, tiger returning to the mountain’, this was Zhao Hai’s mood right now. He 

wasn’t afraid that he couldn’t deal with the Demons and the Divine Race. If that happens, then he could 

just hide inside the Space and slowly develop his strength. That way, even if he couldn’t beat them, he 

could still cause them massive headaches. This was where Zhao Hai was good at. 

 



While Zhao Hai was being relaxed, the Demons and the Divine Race were actually anxious. This was 

because their reinforcements were coming. 

 

Needless to say, the Demon reinforcements were personally led by the Great Demon King; an army of 

50 million with 1 million God ranks. Although this might look inferior compared to the Divine Race, their 

actual fighting strength couldn’t be underestimated. 

 

The Divine Race’s reinforcements were also quite special since it came from three parties. There were 

the elites coming from both the Barbarians as well as the Winged Pegasus Race, and lastly, the 

reinforcements coming from the Taurus Divines themselves. Altogether, their number reached an 

astonishing 40 million troops. 

 

Naturally, these people were yet to arrive at the Continent. However, news of their approach came, 

three days later, they would arrive. 

 

Zhao Hai didn’t know about these, but he didn’t need to. At this point, he was scraping the Ark 

Continent’s landscape. Everything useful have been collected to the Space. He sent undead to dig 

wherever possible, every mineral was sent over to the Space. 

 

In addition to the mainland, the endless sea was also providing materials for the Space. For Zhao Hai, 

these were indispensable, they cannot be left to waste. 

 

This wasn’t to say that Zhao Hai was afraid that he wouldn’t be able to beat the Demons and the Divine 

Race. On the contrary, Zhao Hai believed that he would drive them out in the future. He just knew that it 

would take a long time. And when the time comes, he needed to make sure that the Demons and the 

Divine Race were the weakest they could be. The Demons and the Divine Race weren’t stupid, once they 

occupy the continent, they would surely scour the place for resources, just like what Zhao Hai was doing. 

 

At that time, the Ark Continent would surely be devastated. Therefore, Zhao Hai might as well do it 

himself. 

 

Zhao Hai didn’t know that time what was waiting for him, but that is irrelevant. At this point, he had 

already taken all the cavalry units out of the Buddha empire. The only ones left in the continent were 

the busily mining undead. 

 



The Demons and the Divine Race also noted the lack of movements from the Buddha Empire. Before 

long, they discovered that both Rising Sun City and Upper Bank city’s garrison troops had vanished. 

However, they still didn’t dare to walk towards the Buddha Empire. Their previous blunder was still clear 

in their minds. 

 

Three days went by in a blink of an eye. Zhao Hai sat inside the Space as usual, looking at the monitor. 

Naturally, he was looking at the state of the Demons and the Divine Race. Although Zhao Hai wasn’t 

aware of the reinforcements, the conversations from both camps predicated the arrival. Because of this, 

Zhao Hai was closely paying attention to the two camps. 

 

While Zhao Hai was looking at the two camps, he was also looking at the Goblins that were working the 

fields. It can be seen that the strength of these Goblins were great. Compared to the Humans, they 

might be as strong as an average woman. But even then, they still kept doing their job without resting. 

 

Zhao Hai knew that this wasn’t because the Goblins didn’t want to stop, they just couldn’t dare to. 

Before his own eyes, Zhao Hai saw Goblins being killed just because they attempted to rest. 

 

Upon seeing this scene, Zhao Hai held a new understanding about the cruelty of the Divine Race. For a 

race who worshipped a deity, they were more disgusting to look at compared to the Demons. 

 

Zhao Hai pitied these Goblins. He knew that if these Goblins were allowed to develop, then they 

would’ve developed a Magic and Mechanical Civilization. It was just a pity that the Divine Race snuffed 

that potential out. 

 

While Zhao Hai was sighing in regret, Cai’er suddenly said, “Young Master, there is a commotion at the 

Demon camp. Their reinforcements have arrived.” 

 

Zhao Hai gawked before he changed the monitor’s display to the Demon camp. On their spatial rift were 

large quantities of Demons. Moreover, their numbers were increasingly piling up. 

 

When he saw the Demon Army, Zhao Hai couldn’t help but frown. He discovered some differences 

between this army and those who came before them. Although the Demons in the past weren’t weak, 

and their training was very good, they were lacking something when compared to these reinforcements, 

Death Qi! 

 



Death Qi, not killing aura. As long as you have killed people, then your body will exude a killing aura. If 

you kill an ordinary person then you will get a killing aura, killing a large amount of magic beasts would 

gain you a killing aura as well. However, this Death Qi was an evolved version of killing aura. If one 

hadn’t killed at least a thousand people, then it would be impossible for someone to gain Death Qi. 

 

This Death Qi was actually a state of disregarding the difference between life and death. People with 

Death Qi fight as though they were undead. They weren’t in a brainwashed state or in a mind-controlled 

condition. These people just killed too many people that they disregarded life altogether. They stopped 

caring about how many they killed and even stopped caring about their own life. 

 

What made Zhao Hai frown was each person in this army had Death Qi. In other words, this army had 

walked through mountains of corpses and seas of blood. Even if faces with people higher rank than 

them, there was a high probability of these Demons being able to win. 

 

This army had pitch black full body armor. Their weapons were pitch black spears. They looked like any 

ordinary army, but Zhao Hai reckoned that if these people face the Divine Race, then the Divine Race 

would have no choice but to retreat. 

 

Zhao Hai carefully observed the reinforcing army. Batch upon batch continuously appeared out of the 

Spatial Rift. Millions upon millions of Death Qi army appeared, it was a terrifying sight. 

 

Although Zhao Hai wasn’t worried about the Ark Continent anymore, he still couldn’t help but wipe a 

bead of cold sweat. He couldn’t imagine how they would defend if the Ark Continent didn’t migrate to 

the Space. 

 

Not to say the continent’s army, even Zhao Hai’s undead would find it hard to face this kind of enemies. 

 

Zhao Hai also found out that after this army arrived, those Demons doing construction were looking at 

them with admiring eyes. Although the Death Qi army were standing there like statues, the other 

Demons couldn’t help but look at them with eyes of worship. 

 

Zhao Hai believed that this army was certainly an extraordinary unit in the Demon Realm. 

 



At this time, a huge magic beast suddenly appeared from the spatial right. This enormous magic beast 

looked like an elephant. It had large fan-like ears and two long ivory tusks, however, what made this 

beast different was the horn on top of its head. Moreover, its skin looked just like metal armor. From its 

appearance alone, one could see how hard its skin was. The elephant’s four long legs were like four 

sturdy pillars. Its tail was very long and at its tip was a sharp arrow shape, just like a devil’s tail. The 

arrow was moving as though it had a life of its own. 

 

Chapter 798 - Domain Weapon 

As this magic beast went out of the spatial rift, it suddenly made a world-shaking roar. Its imposing aura 

can only be described as terrifying. 

 

At this time, a jet black whip had flung out of the spatial rift. Whap! It hit the back of the magic beast. 

The once imposing magic beast immediately calmed down after being struck by the whip. It seems like it 

became a bullied puppy as it flapped its ears and behaved. 

 

Although this magic beast was enormous, it was actually flying in the sky. And from how it looked, it 

wasn’t a 9th rank beast, but instead it was clearly God-rank. 

 

Along with the magic beast were several of its kind. Strapped on their bodies were iron chains, 

seemingly dragging something. 

 

These magic beasts weren’t fast, but they eventually made it out of the spatial rift. After the thing they 

were dragging was seen, Zhao Hai couldn’t help but stare. It looked like a carriage in a shape of a huge 

demon’s head. 

 

The head shaped carriage looked exactly like a devil’s head. Two curved horns, two blood-red eyes, and 

long fangs that jutted out of its mouth. 

 

Although it was a carriage, there were no wheels attached to it. It was a head flying in the sky, there was 

no need for wheels. To be honest, it looked more like a flying house than a carriage. 

 

This floating house was more than ten meters high and looked very spacious. When Zhao Hai looked 

into the carriage, the devil’s eyes were actually inlaid with two pieces of red gems. 

 



On the mouth of the devil’s head sat a tall man. He wore black armor that blocked his face. He sat there 

as if he were an iron statue. In his hand was a jet black whip, the same whip used to silence the large 

magic beast. 

 

The large carriage pulled by five elephant shaped magic beasts slowly went out of the spatial rift as it 

stopped right in front of the Demonic Abyss. 

 

Strangely, even if the magic beasts have stopped, the carriage still stayed floating there. 

 

At this time, the black dragon carriage stopped by the flying carriage. Next to the black dragon carriage 

were a large group of God-rank experts. 

 

When the black dragon carriage stopped, the Demon Dragon King stood up from his seat before he gave 

a loud greeting, “Welcome, my King!” And just as his voice fell, the God-ranks following him gave their 

greeting as well, “Welcome, my King!” 

 

After that, all the Demons in the Demonic Abyss knelt simultaneously and said, “Welcome, my King!” 

 

After the greetings faded into the air, the devil carriage’s mouth started to open up. Then a Vile Demon 

walked out of the mouth. 

 

The Demon was not very tall and looked just like any other Demon. He wore a black robe and had some 

wrinkles on his face, just like an old Vile Demon. 

 

However, the imposing aura that emanated from this person was very astonishing. He just stood there 

but one could feel as though they were seeing a mountain, something that could stand forever, never to 

be toppled down. 

 

The presence of the Great Demon King was roaring. When Zhao Hai saw this, he couldn’t help but smile 

faintly before saying, “He looks very strong. It seems I’ll get to meet him soon.” 

 

Cai’er’s voice came, “Young Master, that is the Demon Realm’s Great Demon King. In his over a 

thousand years of life, his prestige in the Demon Realm is incomparable to anyone else. Nobody really 



knows how strong he really is since he hadn’t made a move for several hundred years. The carriage that 

he rode in is called the Devil’s War Chariot. It’s a floating carriage made entirely out of a special kind of 

iron. Moreover, several magic formations are installed in the carriage as it was built. Not only could 

these formations make the passenger feel comfortable, it also allowed the carriage to be used in a fight. 

This carriage can unify with the Great Demon King’s Domain, becoming a Domain Weapon. It’s power is 

very overbearing.” 

 

Zhao Hai asked, “Domain Weapon? What’s that?” 

 

Cai’er answered, “From what I’ve heard, Domain Weapons are weapons that a God-rank’s Domain could 

use. Just like the Young Master, your Domain can transform into whatever you want. And after your 

Domain can transform into human-shape, it can use a weapon for itself. When other God-ranks become 

strong, their Domains would embody large versions of themselves. In this case, it would be impossible 

for these Domains to use conventional weapons. Therefore, these people would make weapons that 

would specifically be used alongside one’s Domain. And there are materials in the universe that allow 

such weapons to be made, and these weapons would be called Domain Weapons. These weapons are 

more formidable compared to ordinary weapons. Moreover, they allow a person’s Domain to exhibit 

more than their usual power. These weapons are incredibly valuable treasures.” 

 

Zhao Hai nodded, this was the first time that he heard about these Domain Weapons. To be honest, he 

hadn’t thought about Domains having weapons before. 

 

At this time, the Great Demon King spoke, he looked at the Demon Dragon King and the others before 

nodding, “Very good, you’ve done a great job. Demon Dragon, come with me. As for the others, go back 

to what you were doing.” Then he turned around and went back into his Devil’s War Chariot. 

 

The action of this old Demon can only be described as serene, but to all Demons this was how it should 

be. Especially those who followed the Demon Dragon King, all of them were smiling. Even if the Great 

Demon King spoke words to them in passing, saying they did a good job, they still couldn’t help but feel 

their bones become lighter. 

 

These Demons knew that the Great Demon King wouldn’t crack a joke, and will not say any sarcasm. If 

he said they did well, then the Great Demon King did praise their job, no hidden meanings. Being able to 

obtain a commendation from the Great Demon King was an enormous morale boost for these Demons. 

 

The Demon Dragon King nodded before he jumped out of his black dragon carriage and into the Great 

Demon King’s chariot. While he did so, he was met with envious looks from the other Demons. Those 



who can enter the Great Demon King’s chariot can only be counted on one’s fingers, and the Demon 

Dragon King was one of those people. 

 

This wasn’t the first time that the Demon Dragon King entered the chariot, but when he did the first 

time, he couldn’t help but exclaim in surprise. 

 

One would be met with a hundred square meter lobby upon entering. Spread across the lobby was a 

thick carpet, in the middle of it was a table and a smaller table to hold pots and cups. On the table were 

small plates with normal plates as well. 

 

The Great Demon King sat on the other side of the table, pouring liquor on the cups. The Demon Dragon 

King slowly sat on the opposite side before be bowed to the Great Demon King and said, “Your Majesty, 

I have disappointed you.” 

 

The Great Demon King placed his liquor pot down, he waved his hand and said, “You haven’t 

disappointed me at all. Tell me how the fights went. You only failed because your enemy is too strong. I 

couldn’t blame you for that. Here, join me for a cup.” 

 

The Demon Dragon King took the cup respectfully as he matched the Great Demon King in drinking the 

liquor. After placing their cups down, he took the liquor pot and poured the Great Demon King a cup. 

 

The Great Demon King didn’t take the cup as he looked at the Demon Dragon King and said, “So what’s 

the problem with Zhao Hai? Is he really that strong?” 

 

The Demon Dragon King nodded and said, “Strong, very strong. Aside from you, Your Majesty, I haven’t 

seen someone as strong as he is. I am not his match.” 

 

The Great Demon King nodded and said, “It seems like this person is too problematic. Right, what’s the 

deal with his undead army? Tell me.” 

 

The Demon Dragon King nodded, “I don’t know why, but Zhao Hai had a lot of strong undead. His 

ordinary undead had 9th rank strength. And if a God-rank expert dies and was turned into undead, they 

would retain their God-rank strength. Moreover, Zhao Hai had several tens of millions of strong 

undead.” 



 

The Great Demon King knit his brows and said, “This Zhao Hai is formidable, and you said that he 

defeated the Divine Race?” 

 

The Demon Dragon King nodded, “Ever since the Divine Race has descended, we have sent for people to 

monitor their advance. Once they set out, we would dispatch our troops. In the past, when we heard 

that the Divine Race had set out, we sent our troops onward as well. But I didn’t expect that the Ark 

Continent would be this formidable in harassment methods. Their mounts were very fast, not even God-

ranks can overtake them. Because of this, our every step was made with excruciating pace.” After 

speaking here, the Demon Dragon King stopped and looked at the Great Demon King. 

 

The Great Demon King waved his hand as he took up his cup and drank. Then the Demon Dragon King 

continued, “Although we were dragged behind, I thought that it would be difficult for ZHao Hai to defeat 

the Divine Race. So I thought that if we retreat this time under their constant attacks, then we would 

give the bulk of the benefits to the Divine Race. Because of this, I decided to move forward while 

capturing cities along the way. However, I didn’t expect that Zhao Hai would actually repel the Divine 

Race’s advance. After that, he led his undead army to make a hard assault on our numbers. This caused 

us to lose a lot of men. Along with his undead, Zhao Hai also had devil mosquitoes to harass us. The 

mosquitoes are strong, and their numbers are enormous as well. They’re very difficult to deal with.” 

 

The Great Demon King nodded and said, “This Zhao Hai is the Ark Continent’s most formidable person 

since its existence. For him to have the strength to block both the Demons and the Divine Race. Good, 

good, this person is already a hero!” 

 

The Demon Dragon King looked at the Great Demon King before he said, “Your Majesty, I have received 

additional information in the past few days. Please take a look.” Then he took out a beast skin scroll and 

placed it on the table. 

 

Chapter 799 - Cai’er Is Jealous? 

The Great Demon King took the scroll on the table and carefully read it. By the time he placed the scroll 

back on the table, he was already frowning, he looked at the Demon Dragon King and said, “Has this 

been confirmed?” 

 

The Demon Dragon King nodded, “It’s confirmed. When this information was sent, it was done in code. 

So even if it was intercepted, it would be impossible for outsiders to understand it. There’s no way for it 

to be tampered.” 



 

The Great Demon King knit his brows and said, “Do you have any other information?” 

 

The Demon Dragon King shook his head and said, “After this one, no additional information was sent. I 

couldn’t make up my mind about this information. First, because it was too outrageous. Second, 

because it might be a misinformation sent by the enemy. They might already know the identity of our 

people, so they sent misleading information to be sent to us. And lastly, it might be true. It wouldn’t be 

good for us if this was true. And two days ago, I got information from our scouts that the garrison troops 

of the Ark Continent have all vanished. I’m still confused about what is happening.” 

 

The Great Demon King knit his brows, then he nodded and said, “Right, we shouldn’t advance recklessly. 

It’s possible that its another trap. The enemy is very sly, we need to be careful.” 

 

The Demon Dragon King replied, “I think the Divine Race wouldn’t just step back with their previous 

failure. They will certainly make a stronger attack. At the same time, it would be impossible for Zhao Hai 

to let the Divine Race off. When the Divine Race descended they used an entire Empire’s worth of 

people to do their blood sacrifice. I heard that when Zhao Hai knew about this, he coughed up some 

blood while swearing to kill all invading Divines. His hatred for the Divine Race should be greater 

compared to us.” 

 

The Great Demon King frowned and said, “Is that the case? The people don’t treat the Demons as the 

evil ones? They think that the Divine Race are more vile?” 

 

The Demon Dragon King smiled bitterly and said, “Others might not know this, but Zhao Hai doesn’t 

think like ordinary people. It’s possible that he didn’t have any hatred for the Demons. On the other 

hand, his hatred for the Divine Race is true. I can see Divine Race soldiers among Zhao Hai’s undead. It’s 

clear that he turned them into undead immediately after killing them.” 

 

The Great Demon King smiled and said, “I believe Zhao Hai’s hatred for us wouldn’t be less. After all, we 

are invading the Ark Continent. Anyone who invades the continent should be enemies to Zhao Hai. 

Going back to the information you’ve received, I think there are some inaccuracies about it. Ever since 

the Demons and Divine Race had arrived in the continent, it can be said that Zhao Hai always had the 

upper hand. In this case, there is no reason for him to suddenly move the people of the Ark Continent. 

From what I think, there should be another situation happening in the continent, something we have yet 

to know. Did you send people to check it?” 

 



The Demon Dragon King’s expression turned ugly before he gave a nod, “I did, but after sending all of 

them, nobody came back. I reckon they have been killed of by Zhao Hai. This caused me to doubt 

making an attack while also being more and more suspicious about the authenticity of the report. I think 

it’s Zhao Hai’s trap.” 

 

The Great Demon King nodded, “Right, we don’t want to make a blunder against Zhao Hai. Good, you 

arrange for the reinforcing army to take a rest, let them be used to the Ark Continent’s environment. I 

think the Divine Race’s reinforcements wouldn’t take too long before they arrive. As soon as the Divine 

Race makes their move, we’ll dispatch our troops as well. I really want to meet this Zhao Hai.” 

 

The Demon Dragon King nodded before he bowed and asked to be excused. After seeing the Demon 

Dragon King walk out, the Great Demon King took his wine cup and drank some liquor. Then he 

muttered, “Just wait, sooner or later, the Demons will be out of your control.” Then the Great Demon 

King turned his gaze towards the Demon God’s portrait. The Demon God had three heads, six arms, and 

an ugly facial expression. Besides weapons, the Demon God also held several heads in his hands. This 

caused the portrait to emanate a vile aura. If one were weak of mind, they might even see blood 

dripping from the picture.” 

 

Why would the Great Demon King say this to the portrait? What was wrong? Does he want to change 

their faith? 

 

Naturally, ZhaoHai didn’t know these. The Devil’s War chariot was a Domain Weapon. It’s quite powerful 

that the Space’s monitor wasn’t able to see inside it. 

 

However, Zhao Hai didn’t care about it, he only cared about looking at the reinforcing Demon Army. 

Besides the ten million or so Death Qi warriors, there were also ordinary Demon soldiers. 

 

From Zhao Hai’s count, there were about 50 million people that came out of the spatial rift. Zhao Hai 

couldn’t help but mutter,”They actually went full force. I didn’t think they would send this much 

people.” 

 

After the reinforcement army came, the Demonic Abyss up to Demon City had become huge military 

compound. On the other hand, the Great Demon King’s chariot stayed on the skies above the Demonic 

Abyss. 

 



At this time, Laura and the others were merrily taking a walk. They didn’t have anything to do in these 

past few days, so they strolled around the Ark Space looking for something to do. Although everything in 

the Ark Space was the same as the Ark Continent, there were still things needed to be taken care of. 

Because of this, Zhao Hai sent them over to help. 

 

Although the Buda Clan was also inside the Space, they were in a separate island a distance away from 

the Ark Continent. And even if it was quite close, one couldn’t easily reach the island. This was exactly 

what Zhao Hai wanted. In doing so, the Buda Clan wasn’t too far nor too close to the continent. This was 

to maintain a sense of mystery to the clan. 

 

Naturally, Laura and the others wouldn’t have him help the people of the continent. That would be the 

job for the Buda Clan’s people. Because of this, Zhao Hai hadn’t appeared in the Ark Space since. 

 

This was actually Laura’s idea. It wouldn’t be easy to deify Zhao Hai in the minds of the Ark Continent’s 

people. After all, nobody would see someone they can casually talk to as a god, 

 

When Laura and the others walked into the living room and saw the Devil’s War Chariot on the monitor, 

they couldn’t help but gasp in surprise. 

 

After seeing their reaction, Zhao Hai laughed before he enlarged the devil’s face. This frightened the 

women even more. 

 

With Zhao Hai’s laughter, the women understood that Zhao Hai was intentionally scaring them. They 

immediately went to Zhao Hai and pinched his sides. Naturally, they knew that this wouldn’t do anything 

to Zhao Hai. 

 

But Zhao Hai still yelled in pain. He didn’t brace himself, moreover, he can still feel pain. 

 

After pinching Zhao Hai many more times, Laura and the other gave a snort before stopping and sitting 

with Zhao Hai. Laura even told Cai’er, “Cai’er, play that scene back!” 

 

Upon hearing Laura, Zhao Hai almost spit out blood. He couldn’t handle the pressure in the room so he 

stood up and pulled Berry over while saying, “Berry, let’s go, join me for a bath. In any case, nothing 

great would happen in the Demon Army soon.” Then he took Berry downstairs to the hot spring. 



 

Berry’s face was red but she still continued to follow Zhao Hai. Megan turned to Berry and yelled, “Sister 

Berry, if you can’t take it anymore don’t hesitate to ask for help!” 

 

After Megan said that, Laura and the others laughed. This made Berry’s face even redder. Berry’s joking 

skill was weak, so she couldn’t think of anything wise to retort. She just turned to Megan and said, 

“Hmph, I don’t need help. If you come, then I’ll turn you away!” This made the women laugh even more. 

 

That night, Zhao Hai was very tired. The reason for this was because he was unable to stop the women 

from invading his room. 

 

The next morning, while Zhao Hai was still asleep, Cai’er entered his room. Zhao Hai was lying naked in 

his bed, Laura and the others were also right by Zhao Hai’s side. All of them were sleeping quite 

smoothly. 

 

When Cai’er saw this, her face couldn’t help but turn red. Then she snorted before making a water ball 

and splashing Zhao Hai’s face with it. Her control was very good, not a single drop of water splashed on 

the women’s bodies. 

 

Zhao Hai immediately woke up, he sat up and looked at Cai’er, “Cai’er, what did you just do?” 

 

Cai’er snorted and said, “Young Master, get up. The Divine Race’s reinforcements have arrived.” When 

Zhao Hai heard Cai’er, he couldn’t help but stare for a moment before he carefully got up from his bed. 

He took extra care to not disturb the women. 

 

Cai’er looked at Zhao Hai’s movements before he snorted and flashed out of the room. Zhao Hai turned 

to Cai’er’s direction before he muttered, “What happened to Cai’er? Strange.” 

 

However, he still went to the bathroom and cleaned himself up. Then he wore some clothes before 

proceeding towards the living room. After Zhao Hai left, Laura smiled along with the other women. 

Laura opened her eyes, looked at the others and said, “Brother Hai is really too daft when it came to 

reading sentiment. He couldn’t even recognize Cai’er’s jealous look.” 

 



Lizzy opened her eyes and replied, “Yeah, but Big Brother Hai is like that. He would never know about 

those things. I wonder what Brother Hai’s face would be once he discovers that Cai’er likes him.” 

 

After imagining Zhao Hai’s shocked expression, the women couldn’t help but look at each other. When 

they noticed that all of them were naked, their faces immediately turned red. Meanwhile, Megan 

hugged Lizzy from behind as she traced Lizzy’s chest and said, “Lizzy, these are really big. No wonder 

Brother Hai likes to touch them so much.” 

 

Lizzy had no intention of just receiving Megan’s attack, naturally she would counter attack. Before long, 

the women were noisily laughing inside the room. 

 

Chapter 800 - Transfer 

Zhao Hai sat in the living room and looked at the Divine Race Army in the monitor. The Divine Race 

reinforcements this time were divided into three teams, the heavy Barbarian cavalry, the light winged 

pegasus cavalry, and the Divine Race infantry. 

 

The Winged Pegasus light cavalry were in front, being the first to enter the Radiant Empire. The Divine 

Race infantry went next and after that were the Barbarian heavy cavalry. Their motion was fast, it didn’t 

take too long for all of them to arrive at the Radiant Empire. However, the one who attracted Zhao Hai’s 

attention the most was the carriage right in the middle of the Divine Race infantry. 

 

Similar to how the Great Demon King arrived, this carriage was pulled by one high level magic beast. But 

instead of an elephant shaped beast, the magic beast used to pull this carriage was a type of lion. The 

lion was snow white, with two steady wings on each of its side. With how white the magic beast was, 

one could feel an extraordinarily holy aura coming out of it. 

 

The carriage itself was as interesting as the lion type magic beast. The carriage looked like a large great 

sword. But instead of metal, the great sword was made out of white wood, probably saint light wood. 

However, one could see that it was leagues better than the conventional saint light wood. 

 

On the sides of this carriage was a team of knights. The knights resemble the Radiant Church’s Knight 

Corps. They all wore white armor with white cloaks behind it, had spears on their hands and shields on 

the other, and on their waists were swords. 

 



These knights amounted to about ten thousand. Moreover, Zhao Hai discovered that these Knights were 

all God-ranks. 

 

After seeing this, Zhao Hai couldn’t help but smile bitterly. The Taurus Divines had sent a strong army 

this time, just like the Demons. But what made Zhao Hai interested in the matter wasn’t the army. Zhao 

Hai was looking at the carriage, he reckoned that it was a Domain Weapon as well. 

 

Zhao Hai had discovered a different feature on the Space’s monitor. Usually, the monitor would display 

red on Zhao Hai’s allies while green on his enemies. If the enemy party used a magic formation to block 

the surveillance, then the area would be depicted by a white spot. However, Zhao Hai saw something 

that he hadn’t seen before. When the Great Demon King arrived, his carriage was displayed as a light 

blue dot. This light blue dot was shown on the Divine Race’s carriage as well. 

 

Because of this, Zhao Hai boldly assumed that the Space would detect Domain Weapons as light blue 

spots. If this is correct, then that Divine Race carriage should be a Domain Weapon as well. 

 

However, Zhao Hai was also curious about who was riding the carriage. He wanted to know if the person 

was like the Demon Realm Ruler, the Great Demon King. Was it the Taurus Continent Monarch? 

 

While Zhao Hai was thinking about this, Thunder Yun and his people came forward to express their 

greetings. Thunder Yun, along with the other Generals went to the carriage and simultaneously said, 

“Welcome, Sir Marshal” 

 

Just as Thunder Yun’s voice fell, a door opened on the tail end of the great sword shaped carriage. The 

door was fitted well with the entire sword, Zhao Hai wasn’t able to notice it at first. 

 

The hollow area inside the carriage were inlaid with transparent crystals, one can see that they were 

used for lighting purposes. The entire sword carriage was about 20 meters long, perfectly suited to be 

used by a human shaped Domain. 

 

At this time, a few people came out of the sword carriage door. When he saw these people, Zhao Hai 

couldn’t help but get stunned. This was because it wasn’t the king of the Taurus continent, but several 

maids instead. The maids were very beautiful, even under a thin veil over their faces. All of them were 

9th rank and looked like fairies as they came out. 

 



Zhao Hai originally didn’t take it seriously when he saw that the person was escorted by the maids. So 

when he saw Thunder Yun’s ugly expression, Zhao Hai was confused. 

 

However, Zhao Hai was quick to understand Thunder Yun’s expresion. This was because after eight 

maids came out of the sword carriage, a young man walked out. 

 

The young man wore a white robe, his face was pale but beautiful. He had a smile on his face but it 

wasn’t a smile of happiness, instead, it was a smile of someone looking down on people, showing his 

arrogance. He also held two women on his sides. 

 

When he saw that a young man was sent as reinforcement, Zhao Hai was shocked. He believed that it 

would be impossible for this young man to be the King of the Taurus Continent. His temperament alone 

wasn’t something found on strong Divine Race characters. It was impossible for the Divine Race to 

follow this young man. 

 

Moreover, Thunder Yun greeted the Marshal. However, his age was just too low for a position as head 

of a military. It might even be possible that he hadn’t been on a battlefield before. 

 

No wonder Thunder Yun’s expression was ugly to behold. The young man wasn’t the man he thought 

would come. 

 

Thunder Yun looked at the young man and respectfully said, “Your Highness the Third Prince, why have 

you come to the Ark Continent and taken the carriage of the Marshall?” 

 

The Third Prince chuckled and said, “It’s nothing, I told my uncle that I want to see this world. He had me 

go instead and take his carriage.” 

 

Thunder Yun’s expression turned uglier, he looked at the Third Prince and said, “Your Highness, have his 

Majesty the King read the letter? The situation here is dire, things can get dangerous in an instant. If you 

have nothing to do here, then I ask Your Highness Third Prince to please return.” 

 

When he heard Thunder Yun, the Third Prince’s complexion sank. He snorted before he gave a retort, 

“Thunder Yun, who do you think you are? What qualifications do you have to order me? You think I can’t 

have my father revoke your status as Chief Commander?” 



 

Thunder Yun fearlessly stared right back at the Third Prince and said, “If your highness can do that, then 

I would gladly step down.” 

 

The Third Prince’s complexion turned colder when he heard Thunder Yun. Then he snorted and took out 

a Command Token and a scroll. Then he looked at Thunder Yun and said, “No wonder Father said that 

you get more useless as you got older. Even a small plane such as the Ark Continent needed a large 

number of troops. Thunder Yun, listen to my command. You shall now be transferred away from your 

position as Chief of Command. However, you will stay in the frontlines as I take command of the 

troops.” 

 

The Third Prince’s command caused an uproar to the military officers behind Thunder Yun. They didn’t 

expect this to happen. The Third Prince would replace Thunder Yun as commander? One must know 

that the Third Prince had never gone to the battlefield before. Although he had studied the ways of 

battle, how could he compare to a seasoned General like Thunder Yun? Have the King and Marshal 

really sent this order? 

 

Thunder Yun’s stunned face looked at the Third Prince. Then his startled expression turned into anger as 

he said, “That is impossible. I need to see His Highness’ decree!” The Third Prince didn’t say anything as 

he just coldly snorted and threw the scroll over to Thunder Yun. Thunder Yun took the scroll and 

impatiently opened it. Upon seeing its contents, he couldn’t help but be shocked, he muttered, 

“Impossible. This is impossible. This can’t happen.” 

 

While Thunder Yun was muttering to himself, a hand suddenly came and snatched the scroll away from 

his hands. Naturally, this hand belonged to the Third Prince. The Third Prince looked at Thunder Yun and 

said, “Now that you’ve finished reading, do you have anything else to say? Everyone listen! From now 

on, I will officially be the Chief Commander of this army. If violations occur, then they would be judged 

by martial law!” 

 

After having said that, the Third Prince turned around and returned to his sword carriage. Then the 

carriage moved slowly forward without caring about Thunder Yun and the other Generals. All of them 

were staring blankly, they didn’t know what happened, everything went by too quick. What happened 

was way out of their expectations that they weren’t even able to respond. 

 

It wasn’t only Thunder Yun and the others, Zhao Hai was also dumbfounded about what just happened. 

He couldn’t comprehend what just occurred. A transfer of command? Does the Divine Race really want 

to do this?” 



 

However, Zhao Hai changed his mind. This development was a godsend to him. The Divine Race just 

traded a veteran General with an inexperienced young man. In other words, Thunder Yun’s removal 

alone has caused great damage to the Divine Race army. 

 

Dealing with an inexperienced fellow was much easier compared to an old fox like Thunder Yun. For 

Zhao Hai, this was an extremely good thing. 

 

After thinking about this, Zhao Hai couldn’t help but laugh, “Hahaha, good, good job Divine Race. You 

actually helped me a lot. I couldn’t thank you enough.” 

 

While he was laughing, Laura and the others came into the room. It seems like they had just come back 

from taking a bath judging by their wet hair. When they saw Zhao Hai laughing, Laura looked at Zhao Hai 

and said, “Brother Hai? What are you so happy?” 

 

Zhao Hai looked at Laura and the others in the eyes before he smiled, “Something good arrived. The 

Divine Race just removed Thunder Yun from being the commander of their army. What they replaced 

him with was an inexperienced Third Prince of the Taurus Continent. This fellow even looks like he 

hadn’t been on a battlefield before.” 

 

Upon hearing Zhao Hai, Laura and the others couldn’t help but stare. Then they looked at each other 

before staring blankly at the monitor. After some time, Lizzy said, “The Divine Race are courting death. 

Big Brother Hai, it seems like we need to change our tactics to capitalize on this move.” 

 

Ignoring the fact that it is shaped like a weapon… Geez Zhao Hai 

 

 


